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Abstract—We consider an underlay cognitive radio network
where the secondary user (SU) harvests energy from the envi-
ronment. We consider a slotted-mode of operation where each slot
of SU is used for either energy harvesting or data transmission.
Considering block fading with memory, we model the energy
arrival and fading processes as a stationary Markov process of
first order. We propose a harvest-or-transmit policy for the SU
along with optimal transmit powers that maximize its expected
throughput under three different settings. First, we consider a
learning-theoretic approach where we do not assume any apriori
knowledge about the underlying Markov processes. In this case,
we obtain an online policy using Q-learning. Then, we assume
that the full statistical knowledge of the governing Markov
process is known apriori. Under this assumption, we obtain an
optimal online policy using infinite horizon stochastic dynamic
programming. Finally, we obtain an optimal offline policy using
the generalized Benders decomposition algorithm. The offline
policy assumes that for a given time deadline, the energy arrivals
and channel states are known in advance at all the transmitters.
Finally, we compare all policies and study the effects of various
system parameters on the system performance.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio network, energy harvesting,
online policy, reinforcement learning, resource allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE performance of a wireless communication networkcritically depends on the spectrum and energy availabil-
ity at communication nodes. In the conventional spectrum
allocation schemes, the spectrum is mainly owned by the
primary users (PUs), and the secondary users (SUs) do not
have access to the licensed spectrum. Cognitive radio network
(CRN) has emanated as a possible solution to the problem
of insufficient availability of spectrum [2]. In CRNs, SUs are
aware of their environment and opportunistically access the
licensed spectrum such that the quality of service requirements
of PUs are maintained.
Applications such as wireless sensor networks may require
sensor nodes to be placed in secluded areas, which makes
their regular maintenance a strenuous task. Also, with the
emergence of Internet-of-Things (IoT) where billions of de-
vices wish to share information with each other, energy avail-
ability at such communicating nodes is a challenging issue.
In such scenarios, harvesting energy from the environmental
sources can ensure perennial operation of such communicating
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devices [3], [4]. Together with the CRN, energy harvesting
(EH) can be used to mitigate the issue of spectrum scarcity
and energy availability simultaneously. The major challenge
in incorporating energy harvesting in CRNs is the random
amplitudes and arrivals of the energy. Due to which, designing
optimal transmission policies for the communicating node that
maximize the network performance becomes essential. The
framework of designing a transmission policy can be classified
into: online framework, and offline framework. In online
policies, a transmitter has either statistical or no knowledge
of future channel coefficients and harvested energies. On the
other hand, in the offline policies, we assume that the future
channel coefficients and harvested energies are completely
known at the transmitter.
A. Background Works
Optimal transmission policies for underlay EH-CRNs have
been addressed well in the literature [5]–[14]. In [5], the
authors obtained an optimal offline power control policy for
EH-secondary transmitter (ST) using geometric water-filling
with peak power constraints that maximized ST’s throughput.
In [6], the authors considered energy cooperation between
the EH-ST and EH-primary transmitter (PT) and obtained
myopic and offline cooperation protocols in single and multi-
slot settings, respectively, that maximized the throughput of
SU. In [7], the authors designed a robust transceiver for the si-
multaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT)
based multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) underlay CRN.
The work in [8], [9], and [10] considered an underlay EH-CRN
where the ST harvested energy from PT’s interference in [8]
and [9], and from other environmental sources in [10]. The au-
thors obtained a myopic transmission policy in [8], an optimal
offline policy in [9] and a robust online policy in [10]. In [11],
[12], and [13], authors considered a multihop underlay EH-
CRN network where the energy harvesting ST communicated
with the secondary receiver (SR) over multiple hops using the
time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol. Under the
interference constraint of PU, the authors obtained optimal
time-sharing among SUs that maximized the sum-rate of SU
in [11], the end-to-end throughput in [12], and minimized the
outage probability in [13]. In [14], authors considered a hybrid
overlay-underlay EH-CRN where the SU harvested energy
from the transmission of PU as well as ambient sources. The
authors employed the partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP) framework and derived an energy threshold
(to decide the transmission mode) to obtain an online policy
for SU that maximized its throughput. In addition to the
2works on throughput maximization considering energy arrival
constraints, [15], [16] considered delay constrained energy
harvesting networks where both data and energy arrivals are
sporadic in nature. The authors in [15] considered a point-to-
point link whereas the authors in [16] considered a CRN and
obtained optimal energy scheduling in both scenarios.
The aforementioned works on optimal transmission policies
in underlay EH-CRNs focused mainly on myopic [6]–[8],
[11]–[13], offline [5], [6], [9] and online policies [10], [14],
[16]. The myopic policies aim to maximize the immediate
throughput and do not care about the past and future channel
conditions and energy arrivals, which is suboptimal in multi-
slot scenarios. The offline policies, on the other hand, assume
that the channel conditions and energy arrivals are known
non-causally at the transmitters. This information allows the
transmitters to adapt their transmission powers according to
channel conditions and energy availability, which results in
higher achievable throughput [9]. However, the non-causal
knowledge of channel gains and energy arrivals at the transmit-
ters may be an unreasonable assumption if the environment is
highly dynamic. These dynamics can be incorporated in online
policies that assume only the statistical knowledge about
the channel conditions and energy arrivals and therefore, are
more practical in terms of implementation. However, complete
statistical knowledge of energy arrivals and channel conditions
is still a strong assumption and may not be valid in many
practical scenarios.
In scenarios where the transmitters do not have any statisti-
cal knowledge of the channel conditions and energy arrivals,
the optimal transmission policies can be obtained using a
reinforcement learning (RL) based approach. The framework
of RL based algorithms requires the optimization problem
to be formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP) [17],
[18]. In literature, there are few works on the application of
RL based algorithms in designing the optimal transmission
policies in point-to-point EH networks [19]–[22]. The works
in [23]–[30] considered the application of RL in CRNs. The
authors in [23] proposed various applications of RL algorithms
in CRNs. Conventional interweave CRNs have been studied
in [24]–[29] where the authors proposed RL based spectrum
sensing policies. In [30], the authors considered an overlay
EH-CRN where the EH-SU helped EH-PU deliver its data.
The authors obtained RL based transmission and cooperation
strategy for SU that maximized its throughput.
B. Motivation and Contribution
In scenarios where the wireless environment is highly
dynamic, it is difficult to predict the future wireless conditions
with significant accuracy and obtain the benchmark offline
resource allocation. In such cases, dynamic programming
and RL based policies can be very beneficial in optimally
allocating resources among the nodes. In some cases, even
the statistical knowledge about the channel gains and energy
arrival processes is not completely known. This motivated
us to employ the RL based algorithms in designing optimal
transmission policies for EH-CRN aiming to maximize the
spectral and energy efficiency of the secondary network si-
multaneously.
We consider an underlay EH-CRN where the ST scavenges
energy from the environment and communicates with the SR
in slotted fashion. The transmit power of the PT is assumed
constant in all slots. Different from the system model proposed
in [6], [9], [10] where each slot was shared between energy
harvesting and data transmission (time-sharing model), in our
model, each slot is either used for energy harvesting or data
transmission. Considering harvest-or-transmit model over the
time-sharing model reduces the size of action space which
reduces the complexity of dynamic programming algorithm
for the online policy [31]. To employ dynamic programming
algorithms for solving the discrete time MDPs, we need to
quantize the action space (which might be transmit power and
time-sharing parameter). For the time-sharing based models
considered in [6], [9], [10], if time-sharing parameter and
transmit power can take values from finite sets with NT and
NP number of elements, respectively, the total size of the
action set would be NT × NP . On the other hand, in the
harvest-or-transmit model, the size of action set would be
NP +1. Also, we assume that in each slot, SU may terminate
its operation with a non-zero probability. We model the energy
arrival and fading process as a first-order stationary Markov
process as in [19]–[22], which enables us to employ tools from
dynamic programming and RL.
Our aim is to obtain an optimal harvest-or-transmit policy
where, in each slot, the ST optimally decides whether to
harvest or transmit depending on the channel conditions and
energy availability. The ST chooses its transmit power in
each slot such that it maximizes its sum-rate and keeps the
worst-case interference at the primary receiver (PR) below a
threshold.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We first assume that the ST has full statistical knowledge
about the underlying energy arrival and fading processes.
Under this assumption, we formulate the sum-rate max-
imization problem as a Markov decision process (MDP)
[17], and obtain the online harvest-or-transmit policy
using the policy iteration algorithm [17].
2) We then consider a case where the ST has no statistical
knowledge about that channel fading and energy arrival
processes. However, it can observe the instantaneous
values of channel coefficients and harvested energy in
each slot. In this scenario, we employ tools from RL
and obtain the optimal harvest-or-transmit policy using
Q-learning algorithm [17].
3) Next, we consider the offline optimization framework
where the ST has non-causal knowledge of all chan-
nel coefficients and energy arrivals. Under the offline
framework, the optimization problem is a non-convex
mixed integer non-linear program (MINLP) with coupled
variables [33]. We decouple the variables and reduce it
to a convex MINLP [34], and employ the generalized
Benders decomposition (GBD) algorithm [35] to solve it
efficiently.
4) Finally, we compare the performance of all three policies
and show that the offline policy acts as a benchmark for
online and learning-theoretic policies. We show that the
learning theoretic policy performs well for a large number
3TABLE I
SCENARIOS
Scenario Assumptions Solution
Offline Non-causal knowledge of energy arrivals and channel coefficients GBD algorithm
Online Transition probabilities of energy and channel states are known Policy Iteration algorithm
Learning Theoretic
Only instantaneous values of harvested energy and channel gains are
known
Q-learning algorithm
Myopic [8]
Only instantaneous values of harvested energy and channel gains are
known
CVX [32]
TABLE II
NOTATION
η Energy harvesting efficiency
γ Probability of ST’s termination of operation
P
[i]
s Transmit power of ST in ith slot
I
[i]
H Indicator variable denoting harvest or transmit decision
B0 Initial energy in the battery at ST
Bmax Battery capacity of ST
τ Slot length in seconds
Pint Worst-case interference constraint of PR
σ2n Variance of noise at secondary receiver (SR)
Pp Transmit power of primary transmitter (PT)
h
[i]
ss, h
[i]
sp, h
[i]
pp, h
[i]
ps Channel power gain of ST-SR, ST-PR, PT-PR, and PT-SR links in the ith slot, respectively
E
[i]
H Energy available for harvesting in ith slot
Pmax Maximum transmit power of ST
S Set of all possible system states
A Set of all possible actions
NS Number of states (cardinality of S)
NA Number of possible actions (cardinality of A)
R Reward matrix of dimension NS ×NS ×NA
T State transition probability matrix of dimension NS ×NS ×NA
π Policy
of learning iterations. We also analyze the effects of the
number of learning iterations, action-selection probability,
PU’s transmit power, and maximum transmit power of
SU on the proposed policies. In addition, we compare
proposed policies with the myopic policy proposed in the
literature [8] and show that our policies outperform the
myopic policy in terms of achievable throughput.
Different scenarios along with their assumptions and proposed
solutions are summarized in Table I.
C. Paper Organization and Notation
The organization of the paper is as follows. The system
model and the problem formulations are presented in Section
II and Section III, respectively. Section IV discusses the online
harvest-or-transmit policy using the MDP. Section V presents
the harvest-or-transmit policy using Q-learning, and Section VI
presents the optimal offline policy using the GBD algorithm.
The simulation results are discussed in Section VIII, and
finally, we conclude in Section X.
Notation: A bold symbol with a bar (e.g., a¯ or θ¯) represents
an N -dimensional vector, without a bar (e.g.,M or θ) repre-
4sents a matrix and x[i] represents the ith element of the vector
x¯. x¯  0¯ represents x[i] ≤ 0, ∀i, [u]+ represents max{0, u},
E[·] represents the expectation operator, and P(·) denotes the
probability. The calligraphic symbols (e.g., A) represents a
set. and Rm+ represents a set of m-dimensional positive-real
valued vectors. Other notations used in the paper are described
in Table II.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present our system model. The Section
II-A presents the network model of underlay EH-CRN op-
erating in the slotted mode, Sections II-B and II-C present
the modeling of fading and energy harvesting processes,
respectively, and Section II-D presents the battery dynamics
at the ST.
A. Cognitive Radio Network
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Fig. 1. An underlay EH-CRN.
Fig. 1 shows an underlay EH-CRN where a PU and an SU
operate in slotted fashion with a slot length of τ seconds. We
assume the slot length to be 1 second so that we can use power
and energy interchangeably. However, the proposed policies
can be modified for any value of τ without loss of generality.
The PT has a reliable energy source, while the ST scavenges
energy from the environment in a half-duplex fashion. The
transmit power of PT Pp is constant in all the slots, whereas
in ith slot, the ST decides whether to harvest energy from
the environment with efficiency 0 < η ≤ 1 or transmit its
data with power P
[i]
s . We represent the vector containing the
transmit powers of the ST with p¯s such that p¯s[i] = P
[i]
s ,
where p¯s[i] is the ith element of vector p¯s. In any slot, the
ST may terminate its operation with probability (1− γ), 0 <
γ < 1, and is allowed to cause a worst-case interference Pint
to the PR. We assume that the battery at the ST has an initial
energy B0 and capacity Bmax.
B. Channel Model
We consider block fading with memory where the power
gains of the channel links are modeled using the stationary
Markov process of first order as in [19]. The channel power
gains of ST-SR, ST-PR, PT-PR and PT-SR links are repre-
sented by h¯ss, h¯sp, h¯pp, and h¯ps, respectively. In the ith slot,
the channel power gains (h
[i]
ss, h
[i]
sp, h
[i]
ps and h
[i]
pp) can take any
value from a finite set H , {h1, h2, . . . , hMC} independently,
where MC is the number of channel states. We assume that
within each slot, the channel power gains remain constant and
change from one slot to another with a transition probability
P(hi, hj), i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,MC}. Since the channel power gains
follow a first-order stationary Markov process, for any slot
1 ≤ i ≤ N we have
P
(
hCi |h
C
i−1, . . . , h
C
1
)
= P
(
hCi |h
C
i−1
)
, ∀i,
where C = {PT-PR, PT-SR, ST-PR, ST-SR} represents a
channel link between any transmitter-receiver pair.
In a transmission slot, say slot i, the ST transmits a signal
s[i] of power P
[i]
s = E
[
|s[i]|2
]
, and the PT transmits a signal
q[i] with a constant power Pp = E
[
|q[i]|2
]
. The received signal
ri at the SR is given as
r[i] =
√
h
[i]
sss
[i] +
√
h
[i]
psq
[i] + n[i],
where n[i] is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the
SR with mean 0 and variance σ2n. The instantaneous achievable
rate of ST in the ith transmission slot (in bpcu) is given as
[36]
R
[i]
ST = γ
i log2
(
1 +
h
[i]
ssP
[i]
s
σ2n + h
[i]
psPp
)
. (1)
C. Energy Harvesting Process
In an energy harvesting wireless network, the energy arrival
time and amounts are random. We model the energy arrival
process as a correlated time process following a stationary
Markov process of first order and ME number of states as
in [19]. In the ith slot, E
[i]
H Joules of energy arrives at the
ST. However, the ST chooses either to harvest and store this
energy in its finite-capacity battery or to transmit its data
depending on channel conditions and the energy available
in the battery. In each slot, the E
[i]
H can take value from a
finite set E , {e1, e2, . . . eME}. Similar to channel power
gains, the E
[i]
H is constant within a time slot and changes
from one slot to another with a transition probability P(ei, ej),
i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,ME}. Since E
[i]
H , ∀i follows a Markov process,
we have
P
(
E
[i]
H |E
[i−1]
H , . . . , E
[1]
H
)
= P
(
E
[i]
H |E
[i−1]
H
)
, ∀i.
D. Battery Dynamics
The battery at the ST has a finite capacity of Bmax. In
each slot, energy is either stored in the battery or drawn from
it depending on the decision made by ST. At the beginning
of each slot, the available energy in the battery depends on
the energy harvested or consumed in the previous slot. Thus,
5the battery state also follows the first-order stationary Markov
process.
To characterize the harvest-or-transmit decision of the ST,
we define an indicator variable I
[i]
H such that
I
[i]
H =


1, if ST harvests energy in ith slot,
0, if ST transmits in ith slot.
Whenever I
[i]
H = 1, the ST stores E
[i]
H amount of harvested
energy to the battery and when I
[i]
H = 0, ST draws P
[i]
s energy
from the battery in the ith slot. We define a vector i¯H such that
the ith element of the vector i¯H[i] = I
[i]
H . If Bi denote battery
state at the beginning of the ith slot, then at the beginning of
the (i+ 1)th slot, the battery state is given as
Bi+1 =min
{
Bi + I
[i]
H ηE
[i]
H −
(
1− I
[i]
H
)
P [i]s , Bmax
}
, (2)
where 0 < η < 1 is the energy harvesting efficiency.
Energy Neutrality Constraint: In networks with energy
harvesting capabilities, the energy arrives during the data
transmission which puts an extra constraint on the transmit
power of a node, known as energy neutrality constraint. This
constraint states that at any instant, the transmitter can use
only that much energy which is available in the battery at that
instant, i.e., for the ith slot we have(
1− I
[i]
H
)
P [i]s ≤ Bi, ∀i. (3)
Using (2), the energy neutrality constraint in (3) can be
rewritten non-recursively as
i∑
j=1
(
1− I
[j]
H
)
P [j]s ≤ B0 + η
i∑
j=0
I
[j]
H E
[j]
H , ∀i, (4)
i∑
j=l
(
1− I
[j]
H
)
P [j]s ≤ Bmax +
i∑
j=l
ηI
j
HE
j
H, ∀i, l = 1, . . . , i.
(5)
E. Worst-Case Interference at the PR
We assume that the PU has a worst-case interference
constraint Pint at the PR. In each slot, the ST chooses its
transmit power such that the worst-case interference at the
PR remains less than or equal to Pint. Since channel power
gains take values from a finite set H , {h1, h2, . . . , hMC},
the worst-case interference at the PR is given as
Pint = hbestPmax, (6)
where hbest = max{h1, h2, . . . , hMC}, and Pmax is the
transmit power constraint of the ST. From (6) we have
Pmax =
Pint
hbest
. (7)
In other words, to satisfy the worst-case interference con-
straint, we must have
P [i]s ≤ Pmax.
The MDP framework models a class of situations where
the agent/user has to take a decision whose outcomes are
moderately random and moderately under the control of the
decision-making agent [17], [18]. The system model dis-
cussed so far constitutes a discrete-time MDP with a fi-
nite number of states. An MDP is defined by a quadruplet
〈S,A,Pai(sj , sk), Rai(sj , sk)〉, where S is the set of all
possible states of the governingMarkov process,A is the set of
all possible actions the agent can take, Pai(sj , sk) denotes the
state transition probability from state sj ∈ S to sk ∈ S when
an action ai ∈ A is taken, and Rai(sj , sk) is the immediate
reward the agent receives when it takes an action ai ∈ A and
its state changes from sj ∈ S to sk ∈ S.
In the system model under consideration, the channel links
that affect the rate achieved by the ST are PT-SR and ST-SR.
Thus in the ith slot, the state of the governing Markov process,
si is comprised of four elements si =
{
h
[i]
ps, h
[i]
ss, E
[i]
H , Bi
}
.
Since we assumed that these states take values from finite
sets, the possible number of states in set S will also be finite.
The action taken by the ST in the ith slot is a vector comprised
of two variables ai =
[
I
[i]
H P
[i]
s
]T
with I
[i]
H ∈ I , {0, 1}
and P
[i]
s ∈ P , {0, P1, P2, . . . , Pmax}, where Pmax is the
maximum transmit power constraint of the ST given in (7).
Note that when I
[i]
H = 1, P
[i]
s = 0 and when I
[i]
H = 0,
P
[i]
s ∈ P\{0}. Thus, the total number of possible actions NA
is same as the cardinality of the set P . We define a state
transition matrix T of dimension NS × NS × NA such that
[T]j,k,i = Pai(sj , sk), where NS is the number of possible
states (total number of elements in set S). The immediate
reward Rai(sj , sk) in our model is the instantaneous rate
achieved by the ST in ith slot, which is given by (1).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The aim is to obtain a deterministic and stationary harvest-
or-transmit policy π(·) : S 7→ A, that maximizes the
expected sum-rate of ST subject to the energy neutrality and
transmit power constraints before it terminates its operation.
The optimization problem is given as
max{
I
[i]
H ,P
[i]
s
}
∞
i=1
lim
N→∞
E
[
N∑
i=1
(
1− I
[i]
H
)
R
[i]
ST
]
(8a)
s.t.
i∑
j=1
(
1− I
[j]
H
)
P [j]s ≤ B0 + η
i∑
j=0
I
[j]
H E
[j]
H , ∀i,
(Energy neutrality constraint) (8b)
i∑
j=l
(
1− I
[j]
H
)
P [j]s ≤ Bmax +
i∑
j=l
ηI
j
HE
j
H,
∀i, l = 1, . . . , i, (8c)
(Battery capacity constraint)
P [i]s ≤ Pmax, ∀i, (8d)
(Maximum transmit power constraint)
I
[i]
H ∈ I, P
[i]
s ∈ P , ∀i, (8e)
where, the constraint (8c) is added due to the finite battery
capacity and the expectation is taken with respect to all
6possible states. Note that I
[0]
H = E
[0]
H = 0. Using the recursive
relation of the battery state in (2) and the transmit power
constraint in (3), the optimization problem in (8) can be
rewritten as
max{
I
[i]
H ,P
[i]
s
}
∞
i=1
lim
N→∞
E
[
N∑
i=1
(
1− I
[i]
H
)
R
[i]
ST
]
(9a)
s.t.
(
1− I
[i]
H
)
P [i]s ≤ Bi, ∀i, (9b)
Bi+1 = min{Θ, Bmax}, ∀i, (9c)
P [i]s ≤ Pmax, ∀i, (9d)
I
[i]
H ∈ I = {0, 1}, P
[i]
s ∈ P , ∀i, (9e)
where Θ := Bi + I
[i]
H ηE
[i]
H −
(
1− I
[i]
H
)
P
[i]
s . The next state
of the battery Bi+1 can be uniquely determined for a given
policy π and current state Si, whereas other components(
h
[i+1]
ps , h
[i+1]
ss , E
[i+1]
H
)
can be determined probabilistically
from the state transition matrix T. Since the next state of the
system can be determined solely by the current state-action
pair, the system model follows the Markov property. This
facilitates us to use tools from dynamic programming (DP)
and reinforcement learning (RL) to obtain an online harvest-
or-transmit policy.
We first define two functions, namely, the state-value func-
tion and the action-value function for a given policy π and
state sj [17]. The state-value function V
pi(sj), which is the
reward of being in state sj is given as
V pi(sj) , C
sk
sj
(π(sj)) + γ
∑
∀sk∈S
Ppi(sj)(sj , sk)V
pi(sk), (10)
where Csksj (π(sj)) =
∑
∀sk∈S
Ppi(sj)(sj , sk)Rpi(sj)(sj , sk) and
0 < γ < 1 represent the immediate expected reward when
an action π(sj) taken in state sj under policy π and the state
changes to sk, and the discount factor, respectively. The action-
value function Qpi(sj , ai) represents the expected discounted
sum-reward when an action ai is taken in state sj . The system
follows the policy π after that. The action-value function is
given as
Qpi(sj , ai) , C
sk
sj
(ai) + γ
∑
∀sk∈S
Pai(sj , sk)V
pi(sk). (11)
The state value function V pi(sj) characterizes the goodness
of a policy π is. We say a policy π˜ is a better policy than π
if V p˜i(sj) ≥ V pi(sj), ∀sj ∈ S, and a policy π∗ is optimal
if V pi
∗
(sj) ≥ V pi(sj), ∀sj ∈ S for all possible policies π.
When ST follows an optimal policy π∗, we have
V pi
∗
(sj) = max
ai∈A
Qpi
∗
(sj , ai). (12)
This means that the optimal policy π∗ is greedy with respect to
V pi
∗
(sj). Under the optimal policy, the action-value function
is given as
Qpi
∗
(sj , ai) = C
sk
sj
(ai) + γ
∑
∀sk∈S
Pai(sj , sk) max
ai∈A
Qpi
∗
(sk, ai).
(13)
Eq. (13) indicates that the action-value function under the
optimal policy π∗ can be written as a sum of immediate
expected reward Csksj (ai) and the maximum value of action-
value function in the next state maxai∈AQ
pi∗(sk, ai) [17].
Bellman’s Optimality Criterion:
The Bellman’s optimality criterion [17], [18] says that
irrespective of the first state and decision, an optimal policy
must be followed starting from the state resulting from the
first decision.
We consider three different frameworks to solve the ex-
pected sum-rate maximization problem in (9) depending on
the availability of information regarding system parameters. In
a case where the ST knows the state transition matrix T and
the reward matrix R beforehand where [R]j,k,i = Rai(sj , sk),
we solve the optimization problem in (9) using the infinite-
horizon MDP. If the ST does not have any prior knowledge
about T and R, we employ a reinforcement learning (RL)
based algorithm, namely, Q-learning. In this approach, the ST
arrives at an optimal policy by taking actions and observing
the corresponding rewards. If ST has complete non-causal
knowledge about the energy arrivals and channel coefficients
up to a finite-horizon (up to N slots), the optimization problem
falls within the framework of offline optimization. In this case,
we first convert (9), which is a non-convex MINLP into an
equivalent convex MINLP [34], and then obtain the optimal
policy using the GBD algorithm [35].
IV. ONLINE OPTIMIZATION USING MDP
First, we consider the online optimization framework using
the infinite-horizon MDP [17]. Since our goal is to maximize
the expected sum-rate of the ST, we employ the policy
iteration algorithm [17]. For the online policy, we assume
that the ST has complete statistical knowledge of the gov-
erning Markov process, i.e., the transition probability matrix
T and the reward matrix R are known in advance. Since
the MDP problem in (9) has finite state and action sets, and
the immediate rewards are stationary and bounded, the policy
iteration algorithm will converge to the optimal policy when
0 < γ < 1 [18]. The policy iteration algorithm obtains the
optimal policy in two steps, namely, policy evaluation and
policy improvement.
First in the policy evaluation step, the state-value function
V pi(sj), ∀sj ∈ S under the policy π is evaluated (see eq.
(10)). Although (10) can be evaluated directly, its computa-
tional complexity increases rapidly as the number of states
in S increases. Thus, the policy iteration algorithm evaluates
the state-value function iteratively [37]. Given a policy π,
transition probability matrixT, and reward matrixR, the state-
value function can be estimated as
V pil (sj) =C
sk
sj
(π(sj)) + γ
∑
sk∈S
Ppi(sj)(sj , sk)V
pi
l−1(sk),
∀sj ∈ S, (14)
in the kth iteration. As l → ∞, V pil (sj) converges to true
V pi(sj) [37]. Then in the policy improvement step, the policy
iteration algorithm searches for a better policy π′ such that
7Qpi(sj , π
′(sj)) ≥ V pi(sj), ∀sj ∈ S [38]. A better policy can
be obtained by employing the greedy policy to Qpi(sj , ai) in
each state, i.e.,
π′(sj) = argmax
ai∈A
Qpi(sj , ai). (15)
The algorithm initializes with an arbitrary policy π(sj) and
the state value function V pi(sj), ∀sj ∈ S. The algorithm
first estimates the state-value function for the given policy π
using (14). Then in each iteration, the algorithm looks for a
better policy π′ using (15) and updates the state-value function
to V pi
′
(sj), ∀sj ∈ S. We conclude the convergence of the
algorithm if the policy improvement step yields same policy
in two consecutive iterations. The policy iteration algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Policy iteration algorithm
1. Initialization: Initialize state-value function V pi(sj),
policy π(sj), ∀sj ∈ S arbitrarily, tolerance level δ > 0,
transition matrix T and reward matrix R.
2. Policy Evaluation:
Initialize Ξ
repeat
for each sj ∈ S do
u← V pi(sj)
V pi(sj)← Csksj (π(sj)) + γ
∑
sk∈S
Ppi(sj)(sj , sk)V
pi(sk)
Ξ← min(Ξ, ‖u− V pi(sj)‖)
end for
until Ξ < δ
3. Policy Improvement: STOP ← 0
while STOP = 0 do
for each sj ∈ S do
g ← π(sj)
π(sj)← argmax
ai∈A
[
Csksj (ai) + γ
∑
sk∈S
Pai(sj , sk)V
pi(sk)
]
if g = π(sj) then
STOP ← 1
Set π∗ = π
end if
end for
end while
return Optimal policy π∗.
V. LEARNING THEORETIC APPROACH
Next, we assume that the ST lacks the knowledge about
the underlying Markov process, i.e., the transition probability
matrix T and the reward matrix R are unknown. In this case,
we employ a reinforcement learning algorithm called the Q-
learning to obtain the harvest-or-transmit policy [17]. In the
Q-learning algorithm, an agent (or user) first takes an action
al ∈ A in a state Sn ∈ S and then observes the next state
Sn+1 and receives an instantaneous reward Ral(Sn, Sn+1).
Since the agent does not know Sn+1 before taking the action
al, it does not know Ral(Sn, Sn+1) either.
We observe from (11) that Qpi(Sn, al) for the current
action-state pair contains the immediate expected reward and
V pi(Sn+1), which is the state-value function of the next state.
Thus Qpi(Sn, al) includes all the long term consequences of
taking an action al in the state Sn while following a policy
π. Therefore an optimal action can be taken by looking only
at Qpi
∗
(sj , al), and choosing the action that yields highest ex-
pected reward without even knowing the transition probability
Pal(Sn, Sn+1) and/or the immediate reward Ral(Sn, Sn+1).
The Q-learning algorithm obtains the optimal policy by esti-
mating the Qpi
∗
(sj , al) recursively.
The algorithm initializes with an arbitrary Q0(sj , al) and
a state Sn ∈ S. In each iteration, the agent first takes an
action al ∈ A and observes the next state Sn+1 and the
immediate reward Ral(Sn, Sn+1). Then the agent updates the
Qi(sj , al) using the Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation
[39] as follows
Qi(sj , al) =(1 − αi)Qi−1(sj , al)
+ αi
[
Ral(sj , sk) + γmax
al∈A
Qi−1(sj , al)
]
,
where αi is the learning parameter in the ith iteration such
that
• 0 < αi < 1.
•
∑∞
i=1 αi =∞: To overcome any initial condition.
•
∑∞
i=1 α
2
i <∞: To guarantee convergence.
If learning rate αi satisfies the conditions given above, dis-
count factor γ satisfies 0 < γ < 1, and all actions are
performed with some probability, the Qi(sj , al) converges to
Qpi
∗
(sj , al) with probability 1 as i→∞ [40].
To explore all possible actions to guarantee convergence,
we employ the ǫ-greedy action-selection method, where with
probability ǫ, the algorithm takes a random action, and with
probability 1 − ǫ, the algorithm follows a greedy policy. The
convergence rate of the Q-learning algorithm depends on the
learning rate αi and decreases with increase in the number
of slots N and the number of learning iterations NL. A
more detailed discussion on the convergence of the Q-learning
algorithm is presented in [41]. The Q-learning algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 2.
VI. OFFLINE OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we consider the offline optimization of the
problem in (8), where we assume that channel coefficients and
energy arrival amounts are known non-causally at the ST up to
N slots. The offline optimization framework can be useful in
situations where the underlying stochastic processes governing
the system can be estimated accurately. The solution of the
offline optimization problem gives an upper bound on the sum-
rate achieved by the online and reinforcement learning based
policies and can be used to gain useful insights about the
optimal harvest-or-transmit policy.
In practice, one can estimate/predict the channel coef-
ficients over a finite number of slots using any channel
estimation/prediction technique [42]–[45]. Under the offline
8Algorithm 2 Q-learning algorithm
Initialization: Initialize Q0(sj , al) for all sj ∈ S, al ∈ A
arbitrarily, NL and ǫ.
Set STOP ← 1 and i← 1
observe starting state sj ← S0
while STOP 6= 0 do
Select an action ai ∈ A following ǫ-greedy action
selection method
Perform action al ← ai
Observe the next state sk ← Si+1
Receive the immediate reward Ral(sj , sk)
Update
Qi(sj , al)←(1− αi)Qi−1(sj , al) + αi[Ral(sj , sk)+
γmax
al∈A
Qi−1(sj , al)], ∀sj ∈ S, al ∈ A
Update current state sj ← sk
if i = NL then
STOP ← 0
end if
Update i← i+ 1
end while
Set aNL(sj)← argmax
al∈A
[
QpiNL(sj , al)
]
, ∀sj ∈ S
return Policy π∗ = {aNL(s1), aNL(s2), . . . , aNL(sNS )}
optimization framework, the optimization problem in (8) can
be rewritten as
max{
I
[i]
H ,P
[i]
s
}N
i=0
N∑
i=1
γi
(
1− I
[i]
H
)
log2
(
1 +
h
[i]
ssP
[i]
s
σ2n + h
[i]
psPp
)
(16a)
s.t.
i∑
j=1
(
1− I
[j]
H
)
P [j]s ≤ B0 + η
i∑
j=1
I
[j]
H E
[j]
H ,
i = 1, . . . , N, (16b)
i∑
j=l
(
1− I
[j]
H
)
P [j]s ≤ Bmax + η
i∑
j=l
I
j
HE
j
H,
i = 1, . . . , N, l = 1, . . . , i, (16c)
P [i]s ≤ Pmax, i = 1, . . . , N, (16d)
I
[i]
H ∈ I, P
[i]
s ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (16e)
The above optimization problem is a non-convex MINLP as
the variables i¯H and p¯s appear in product form. However,
taking advantage of the binary nature of the variable i¯H, we
can decouple the optimization variables and reduce the non-
convex MINLP to a convex MINLP [34].
Convex MINLP
After some manipulations, the reduced convex MINLP is
given as:
max{
I
[i]
H ,P
[i]
s
}N
i=0
N∑
i=1
γi log2
(
1 +
h
[i]
ssP
[i]
s
σ2n + h
[i]
psPp
)
(18a)
s.t. P [i]s ≤
(
1− I
[i]
H
)B0 + N∑
j=1
E
[j]
H

 ,
i = 1, . . . , N, (18b)
i∑
j=1
P [j]s ≤ B0 + η
i∑
j=1
I
[j]
H E
[j]
H ,
i = 1, . . . , N, (18c)
i∑
j=l
P [j]s ≤ Bmax + η
i∑
j=l
I
j
HE
j
H,
i = 1, . . . , N, l = 1, . . . , i, (18d)
P [i]s ≤ Pmax, i = 1, . . . , N, (18e)
I
[i]
H ∈ I, P
[i]
s ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N. (18f)
The equivalence between (16) and (18) can be proved as
follows. When I
[i]
H = 1 for some i, the constraint (18b) yields
P
[i]
s ≤ 0. This constraint with (18f) results in P
[i]
s = 0. In this
case, constraints (18c) and (18d) doesn’t affect the constraint
set as the right hand side of the inequalities in (18c) and (18d)
are positive numbers. On the contrary, when I
[i]
H = 0, since the
right hand side of the constraint (18b) has a very large value,
it has no effect. In this case, the constraints (18c) and (18d)
will dominate and represent the energy neutrality constraints
in (16b) and (16c), respectively.
Since the objective function in (18) is convex p¯s and
constraint inequalities are linear in i¯H and p¯s, the problem
in (18) is a convex MINLP [34]. Thus we can employ the
GBD algorithm [35] to solve it efficiently. Alternatively, a
suboptimal low complexity solution can be obtained using
particle swarm optimization [46]. In the next subsection, we
obtain the optimal offline harvest-or-transmit policy using the
GBD algorithm.
A. Optimal offline harvest-or-transmit policy using the GBD
algorithm
To solve the mixed integer linear programs (MILPs) with
complicating variables, J. F. Benders [47] proposed a cutting-
plane based method. In these problem, by fixing these vari-
ables, the resulting problem becomes more mathematically
tractable. Then, cutting-plane approach is used to obtain the
optimal value of the complicating variable. A. M. Geoffrion
[35] extended the work of Benders for MINLPs using non-
linear duality theory.
The GBD algorithm solves the MINLP by first decomposing
the optimization problem into two subproblems, namely, a
primal problem (by fixing the integer variables), and a master
problem (by fixing the real variables), and then solving them
iteratively. In our problem, i¯H is the complicating variable. In
each iteration, the fixed value of integer variable i¯H obtained
from the previous iteration of the master problem is used to
solve the primal problem. Then, the solution of the primal
problem p¯s and Lagrange multipliers are used to formulate
and solve the next iteration of the master problem. This
process continues until convergence. The algorithm initializes
by solving the primal problem for some arbitrary i¯H, i¯
(0)
H . The
9L(p¯s, µ¯, λ¯, ν¯ ,β) =
N∑
i=1
γi log2
(
1 +
h
[i]
ssP
[i]
s
σ2n + h
[i]
psPp
)
+
N∑
j=1
µj
[
Pmax − P
[j]
s
]
+
N∑
j=1
λj

(1− I [j]H )

B0 + N∑
j=1
E
[j]
H

− P [j]s


+
N∑
j=1
νj
[
B0 + η
j∑
i=1
I
[i]
H E
[i]
H −
j∑
i=1
P [i]s
]
+
N∑
j=1
j∑
l=1
βj,l
[
Bmax + η
j∑
i=l
I
[i]
H E
[i]
H −
j∑
i=l
P [i]s
]
. (17)
primal and the master problem in the kth iteration are given
as
1) Primal Problem: Let us assume that from the (k− 1)th
iteration of the master problem, we obtain a solution i¯
(k−1)∗
H .
Then for the kth iteration, the primal problem is given as
max
P¯s
N∑
i=1
γi log2
(
1 +
h
[i]
ssP
[i]
s
σ2n + h
[i]
psPp
)
(19a)
s.t. P [i]s ≤
(
1− I
[i](k−1)∗
H
)B0 + N∑
j=1
E
[j]
H

 ,
i = 1, . . . , N, (19b)
i∑
j=1
P [j]s ≤ B0 + η
i∑
j=1
I
[j](k−1)∗
H E
[j]
H ,
i = 1, . . . , N, (19c)
i∑
j=q
P [j]s ≤ Bmax + η
i∑
j=q
I
[j](k−1)∗
H E
[j]
H ,
i = 1, . . . , N, q = 1, . . . , i, (19d)
0 ≤ P [i]s ≤ Pmax, i = 1, . . . , N, (19e)
with I
[i](k−1)∗
H representing the ith element of the vector i¯H.
The optimization problem in (19) is a convex in p¯s [33] and
can be solved efficiently using CVX [32]. On solving (19) in
the kth iteration, we obtain a solution p¯
(k)∗
s , which is then used
to formulate the master problem in the kth iteration. Note that
(19) is convex with linear inequality constraints and non-empty
constraint set, which ensures zero duality gap. This makes
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) stationarity conditions to be
necessary and sufficient [33]. The Lagrangian L(p¯s, µ¯, λ¯, ν¯ ,β)
of the primal problem is given in (17) at the top of this page.
The KKT stationarity conditions are:
Ωi − µ
∗
i − λ
∗
i −

 N∑
j=i
(
ν∗j −
j∑
l=1
β∗j,l
) = 0,
for i = 1, . . . , N,
where Ωi =
h[i]ssγ
i
σ2n+h
[i]
psPp+h
[i]
ssP
[i]∗
s
, and λ¯, ν¯ ,β , and µ¯ are the
dual variables for the constraints (19b), (19c), (19d), and (19e),
respectively. And the complementary slackness conditions are:
µ∗i
[
P [i]∗s − Pmax
]
= 0,
λ∗i

P [i]∗s − (1− I [i]∗H )

B0 + N∑
j=1
E
[j]
H



 = 0,
i∑
j=1
β∗i,j

Bmax + η i∑
q=j
I
[q]∗
H E
[q]
H −
i∑
q=j
P [q]∗s

 = 0,
ν∗i

 i∑
j=1
P [j]∗s −B0 − η
i∑
j=1
I
[j]∗
H E
[j]
H

 = 0,
i = 1, . . . ,N.
The dual variables associated with non-negativity constraints
can be neglected for mathematical ease, but can be included
later using the max{·, 0} projection. The optimal transmit
power in the kth iteration can be obtained using the KKT
conditions as
P [i](l)∗s =
[
γi
ζi
−
σ2n
h
[i]
ss
−
h
[i]
psPp
h
[i]
ss
]+(k)
, i = 1, . . . , N, (20)
where
ζi = λ
(l)∗
i + µ
(l)∗
i +

 N∑
j=i
(
ν
(l)∗
j −
j∑
l=1
β
(k)∗
j,l
) ,
i = 1, . . . , N,
and [x]+ = max{0, x}. To obtain P
[i](k)∗
s in the kth iteration
using (20), we need the optimal values of Lagrange multipliers
λ¯, µ¯, ν¯ , and β , which we can obtain using either CVX [32]
or iterative dual-descent method [48]. The master problem for
the kth iteration is explained in the next subsection.
2) Master Problem: Following two manipulations [35]
yield the master problem:
1) Projecting (18) onto i¯H space as
max
i¯H∈I
g(¯iH),
where
g(¯iH) =


sup
p¯s
N∑
i=1
γi log2
(
1 +
h[i]ssP
[i]
s
σ2n+h
[i]
psPp
)
s.t. (18b)− (18f), P
[i]
s ≥ 0, ∀i.
The g(¯iH) is the primal problem discussed in Section
VI-A1.
2) Invoke the dual representation of g.
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The master problem for the kth iteration can be obtained using
the above mentioned manipulations as [35]:
max
g(¯iH),t≥0
t (21a)
s.t. t ≤ L
(
p¯(m)∗s , µ¯
(m)∗, λ¯
(m)∗
, ν¯ (m)∗,β
(m)∗
)
,
m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} (21b)
g(¯iH) ∈ I. (21c)
The optimization problem in (21) is an MILP of t and i¯H and
hence, can be solved optimally using MOSEK [49].
Generalized Benders decomposition algorithm: In the
kth iteration, the master problem gives an upper bound t∗(k)
to the solution of the original problem(18). Also, in each
iteration, one additional constraint (21b) is added to the master
problem. Hence with the number of iterations, this t∗(k) is
non-increasing.
The optima of the primal problem p¯s lower bounds to the
optimum of the original problem (18) as it gives a solution
for fixed i¯H, i.e., i¯
(k−1)∗
H . The lower bound of the current
iteration is set equal to the maximum of the lower bounds
up to current iteration. Hence the lower bound obtained by
solving the primal problem is non-decreasing with the number
of iterations. For the kth iteration, we denote the lower and
the upper bounds by Lower(k) and Upper(k), respectively.
The kth iteration of (19) is solved for the solution of (21)
obtained in the (k − 1)th iteration. Then, the solution of (21)
in the kth iteration is obtained using the solution of the (19)
obtained in the kth iteration. This process continues and since
with number of iterations, the solution of the primal (master)
problem is non-decreasing (non-increasing), the optima is
obtained in finite number of steps [35]. The Algorithm 3
summarizes the GBD algorithm.
Algorithm 3 GBD algorithm
Initialization: Initialize i¯
(0)
H randomly, convergence thresh-
old Γ. Set B ← ∅ and k ← 1.
Set GBD Converge← 0
while GBD Converge 6= 1 do
Solve (19) and obtain {p¯∗s, µ¯
∗, λ¯
∗
, ν¯∗,β
∗} and Lower(k)
B ← B ∪ {k}
solve (21) and obtain i¯
(k)∗
H and the Upper(k).
if |Upper(k)-Lower(k)| ≤ Γ then
GBD Converge← 1
end if
Set k ← k + 1
end while
return p¯s and i¯H
Theorem. For MINLP (18), the Γ-optimal convergence of the
GBD algorithm within finite number of iterations holds for
any Γ ≥ 0.
Proof: A Γ-optimal solution is obtained by the GBD
algorithm if
∣∣∣Upper(k) − Lower(k)∣∣∣ ≤ Γ, for Γ ≥ 0 with k
being the iteration number [35], [50]. Let PS ⊆ RN+ and
IH = {0, 1}
N be the sets such that
PS = {p¯s : P
[i]
s ≥ 0, ∀i} and
IH =
{¯
iH : I
[i]
H ∈ I = {0, 1}, ∀i
}
,
and f¯(p¯s, i¯H) : PS × IH 7→ X ⊆ Rp is a vector of functions
fi(·, ·) such that f¯(p¯s, i¯H)  0¯ represent the constraints (18b)-
(18e), and p represents the number of inequality constraints.
Note that in the optimization problem (18), the set PS is
nonempty and convex, and inequalities are affine for each fixed
i¯H ∈ IH. Also, functions fi’s are continuous for each fixed
i¯H. In addition, for fixed i¯H, the problem (18) is convex in
p¯s ∈ PS , and has an optimal solution p¯∗s and dual variables
(µ¯∗, λ¯
∗
, ν¯∗,β
∗) for linear inequalities [33]. Thus, following
the steps presented in [35], the convergence can be proven for
the GBD algorithm for any Γ ≥ 0.
VII. MYOPIC POLICY
Now we consider the myopic policy, where the ST con-
sumes all the energy it has harvested in the same slot. We
adapt the myopic policy proposed in [8] for comparison which
follows time-sharing between the harvesting and transmission
phases. To make the policy proposed in [8] compatible with
our assumptions for a fair comparison, we reformulate the
optimization problem of obtaining optimal time-sharing.
Let αi denote the time-sharing parameter such that (1−αi)
fraction is used for energy harvesting, and αi fraction is used
for data transmission. Then, the total energy harvested by ST
in the ith slot is given as
E
[i]
harvested = (1− αi) · η ·E
[i]
H ,
and the transmit power of ST in i th slot is given as
P [i]s =
(1− αi)
αi
· η ·E
[i]
H .
Since the transmit power becomes a function of time-sharing
parameter for myopic policy, the optimization problem of
designing optimal transmission policy reduces to obtaining
optimal time-sharing parameter α¯. The optimization problem
is given as
max
α¯
N∑
i=1
γiαi log2
(
1 +
(1− αi)
αi
·
h
[i]
ssηE
[i]
H
σ2n + h
[i]
psPp
)
(22a)
s.t. (1 − αi)ηE
[i]
H ≤ αiPmax, i = 1, . . . , N, (22b)
0¯  α¯  1¯. (22c)
The above problem is a convex optimization problem
since the objective function is a sum of negative rela-
tive entropies, D(pi‖qi) where pi = γiαi and qi =
γi
(
αi + (1− αi) ·
ηh[i]ssE
[i]
H
σ2n+h
[i]
psPp
)
, and constraints are linear in-
equalities. Therefore, this problem can be solved optimally
using CVX [32].
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VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section presents the simulation results for offline,
online and learning-theoretic harvest-or-transmit policies dis-
cussed in previous sections. We assume that the harvested
energy can take values from the set E = {0.2, 0.4} mJ, and
channel power gains h
[i]
pp, h
[i]
ps, h
[i]
sp, and h
[i]
ss can take values
from the set H = {0.2, 0.4} × 10−6 as in [8]. The transmit
power of the PT, Pp is assumed to be 2 mW in all the slots,
and the noise power at the SR, σ2n is assumed to be −90 dBm.
Unless otherwise stated, we assume the battery capacity at the
ST to be 10 mJ. The worst-case interference constraint at the
PR is Pint = 0.4 nW, which results in the maximum allowed
transmit power of the ST, Pmax to be 1 mW. To obtain the
online policy, we consider uniform state transition probability,
i.e., the probability of transition from any state sj to any state
sk is P(sj , sk) = 0.125. For the online and learning-theoretic
policies, the action space for the transmit power of the ST is
discrete and can take values from the set {0, 0.2, · · · , Pmax}
mW.
A. Optimal Action-Selection Probability ǫ
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Fig. 2. Expected throughput (Ravg) with respect to action-selection proba-
bility (ǫ).
The Fig. 2 shows the average achievable throughput of the
ST, Ravg versus the action selection probability, ǫ for NL =
40. In the figure, observe that as ǫ increases, the expected
throughput first increases and then decreases. This because,
initially as ǫ increases, the ST starts exploring more possible
actions by taking random actions more often, which improves
its achievable throughput. However, if we further increase ǫ,
the ST will increase the number of random actions, which
reduces its achievable throughput. Using cross validation, we
obtained the optimal action-selection probability ǫ = 0.04
which maximizes the achievable throughput of the ST for
given number of learning iterations.
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Fig. 3. Expected throughput (Ravg) with respect to number of learning
iterations (NL).
B. Comparison of Proposed Policies
The Fig. 3 shows the average achievable throughput of
the ST, Ravg versus the number of learning iterations, NL
under all harvest-or-transmit policies along with myopic policy
proposed in [8]. In the figure, observe that the offline policy
outperforms others and acts as a benchmark for the online and
learning-theoretic harvest-or-transmit policies. The learning
theoretic policy, on the other hand, starts by performing a
random action with probability ǫ = 0.04 and follows the
greedy policy with probability ǫ = 0.96. In each iteration,
it updates the Q-function depending on the next state and
received reward. Therefore, the average achievable throughput
increases with NL. Also, all proposed policies outperform the
myopic policy proposed in [8] because, the myopic policy
only aims to maximize the instantaneous which might not be
optimal in fading conditions over a large number of slots.
C. Effects of action-selection probability ǫ
Fig. 4 shows the effects of the probability of action-
selection, ǫ on the learning theoretic policy for a single channel
realization. Observe that when ǫ = 0.01, the learning rate
of the Q-learning algorithm is less. This is because when ǫ
is low, the algorithm focuses on the greedy policy by taking
only the known actions (with probability 0.99) and does not
explore the new possible actions. In this case, the algorithm
converges to a sub-optimal solution. If we increase the ǫ,
the algorithm starts exploring the new possible actions more
often, and therefore, the learning rate increases. However, if we
further increase the ǫ (say ǫ = 0.1), the algorithm takes more
random actions and does not follow the greedy policy. This
increases the learning rate initially, but since the algorithm is
not following the greedy policy, after exploring all possible
actions, its learning rate reduces, and the algorithm converges
to a suboptimal solution. In the figure, observe that the optimal
action-selection ǫ = 0.04 yields the best performance.
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iterations (NL) for different action-selection probability (ǫ).
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action-selection probability (ǫ).
Fig. 5 shows the effects of action-selection probability (ǫ)
on the number energy harvesting and transmission slots under
the learning-theoretic policy for NL = 40 averaged over 2000
state realizations. In the figure, observe that as ǫ increases, the
number of harvesting (transmission) slot decreases (increases)
initially. This is because, for small ǫ, the algorithm follows a
greedy policy and does not explore new possible actions. Thus,
it continues to choose “harvesting” over “transmission”, which
in turn reduces the achievable throughput as shown in Fig. 4.
As we increase ǫ, the algorithm starts exploring new possible
actions and therefore the number of harvesting (transmission)
slots decreases (increases). However, if we further increase ǫ,
the algorithm takes random actions more often due to which,
the number of harvesting slots starts increasing. In the figure,
for the optimal ǫ (ǫ = 0.04), the number of harvesting and
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Fig. 6. Expected throughput (Ravg) with respect to transmit power of primary
user (Pp).
transmission slots is approximately the same.
D. Effects of Primary’s Transmit Power Pp
Fig. 6 shows the effects of the transmit power of PT on
the average achievable throughput. In the figure, observe that
the achievable throughput in all the policies decreases as
Pp increases. This is because, increasing Pp causes more
interference at the SR, which reduces the achievable sum-rate.
E. Effects of Maximum Transmit Power Constraint Pmax
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Fig. 7. Expected throughput (Ravg) with respect to maximum transmit power
of secondary user (Pmax).
Figs. 7 and 8 show the effects of Pmax on the average
achievable throughput and the average number of transmission
slots of ST, respectively, under all policies. In the Fig. 7,
observe that the average achievable throughput of ST increases
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Fig. 9. Expected throughput (Ravg) with respect to battery capacity (Bmax).
with Pmax for all policies. This is because increasing Pmax
allows the ST to transmit with a higher power, which increases
the throughput. On the other hand, the total number of
transmission slots of ST decreases with Pmax as shown in
Fig. 8. This is because increasing Pmax allows the ST to
transmit with a higher power, which requires higher energy
availability. Thus, on increasing Pmax, the ST harvests more
amount of time and then consumes the harvested energy in
short duration by transmitting with high power.
F. Effects of Battery Capacity Bmax
Fig. 9 shows the effect of Bmax on the expected sum-rate
of ST under all policies. The maximum transmit power of
the ST is assumed to be 1 mW. In the figure, observe that as
the battery capacity increases, the average throughput under all
policies increases. This is because, upon increasing the battery
size, the ST can store more energy and if channel conditions
are good, it can transmit with a higher power. However, if we
keep on increasing the battery capacity, the average throughput
does not increase any more as the battery capacity becomes
large enough to accommodate the harvested energy even if ST
does not transmit for multiple slots.
IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have assumed sufficiently large amount of
backlogged data so that the ST always has some data to send.
However for various networks like IoT, this might not be true
and the data itself might arrive during the course of commu-
nication. This puts an additional constraint on the through-
put maximization problem namely “data causality constraint”
which is similar to the energy causality constraint discussed in
Section II-D. In [51] and [52], the authors considered random
data arrival under offline and online framework, respectively,
and obtained optimal transmission policies considering energy
and data causality constraints. As a future extension to this
work, we can consider a general scenario where we use
the concept of MDP to obtain optimal transmission policy
considering data and energy queues with finite arrival rates.
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered an underlay cognitive radio
network where a primary-secondary user (PU-SU) transceiver
pair operate in a slotted mode. The primary transmitter (PT)
has a reliable power supply and transmits with constant power
in each slot, whereas the secondary transmitter (ST) chooses
an optimal policy of data transmission or energy harvesting
depending on the channel conditions and energy availability.
The optimal per slot transmit power of the ST is obtained
that maximizes its sum-rate. We modeled the fading and
energy arrivals as first-order stationary Markov process and
obtained the optimal policies under complete, statistical and
no knowledge of channel gains and energy arrivals.
First, we assume that the ST has full statistical knowl-
edge about the underlying Markov process. In this case, we
obtained the optimal online harvest-or-transmit policy using
policy iteration algorithm. Then, we consider a case when
ST has no statistical knowledge about the governing Markov
process. In this case, we employed the tools from reinforce-
ment learning (RL) and obtained the harvest-or-transmit policy
using the Q-learning algorithm. Finally, we considered the
offline optimization framework where we assumed that the
ST has complete non-causal knowledge of channel coefficients
and energy arrivals. We formulated the offline optimization
problem as a MINLP and obtained the optimal policy using
the GBD algorithm.
Finally, we compared the performance of all proposed
policies and analyzed the effects of various system parameters
on them. We showed that the offline policy yields the best sum-
rate and acts as a benchmark policy for online and learning-
theoretic policies. The learning theoretic policy, on the other
hand, starts from taking random and greedy actions and
therefore results in lower sum-rate. However, as the learning
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progresses, the learning theoretic policy starts performing bet-
ter and performs close to the online policy asymptotically. For
the RL based policy, we obtained an optimal action-selection
probability that maximized the ST’s expected sum-rate using
cross validation. We observed that as the action-selection
probability increases, the average number of harvesting (trans-
mission) slots increases (decreases) initially. However, as the
action-selection probability increases further, the number of
harvesting and transmission slots become approximately the
same due to the increased number of random actions. We
studied the effects of maximum transmit power constraint
on the number of harvesting and transmission slots as well
under all the policies, and observed that as we allow the
ST to transmit with higher power, it starts harvesting for
more number of slots to accumulate more energy. Also, we
analyzed the effects of battery capacity on the expected sum-
rate and observed that as battery capacity increases, the sum-
rate increases due to higher energy availability.
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